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Abstract

Stimuli-responsive surfaces have sparked considerable interest in recent years, especially in view of their
biomimetic nature and widespread biomedical applications. Significant efforts are continuously being directed
at developing functional surfaces exhibiting specific property changes triggered by variations in electrical
potential, temperature, pH and concentration, irradiation with light, or exposure to a magnetic field. In this
respect, electrical stimulus offers several attractive features, including a high level of spatial and temporal
controllability, rapid and reverse inducement, and noninvasiveness. In this Account, we discuss how surfaces
can be designed and methodologies developed to produce electrically switchable systems, based on research
by our groups. We aim to provide fundamental mechanistic and structural features of these dynamic systems,
while highlighting their capabilities and potential applications. We begin by briefly describing the current
state-of-the-art in integrating electroactive species on surfaces to control the immobilization of diverse
biological entities. This premise leads us to portray our electrically switchable surfaces, capable of controlling
nonspecific and specific biological interactions by exploiting molecular motions of surface-bound
electroswitchable molecules. We demonstrate that our self-assembled monolayer-based electrically switchable
surfaces can modulate the interactions of surfaces with proteins, mammalian and bacterial cells. We emphasize
how these systems are ubiquitous in both switching biomolecular interactions in highly complex biological
conditions while still offering antifouling properties. We also introduce how novel characterization
techniques, such as surface sensitive vibrational sum-frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy, can be used
for probing the electrically switchable molecular surfaces in situ. SFG spectroscopy is a technique that not
only allowed determining the structural orientation of the surface-tethered molecules under electroinduced
switching, but also provided an in-depth characterization of the system reversibility. Furthermore, the unique
support from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations is highlighted. MD simulations with polarizable force
fields (FFs), which could give proper description of the charge polarization caused by electrical stimulus, have
helped not only back many of the experimental observations, but also to rationalize the mechanism of
switching behavior. More importantly, this polarizable FF-based approach can efficiently be extended to light
or pH stimulated surfaces when integrated with reactive FF methods. The interplay between experimental and
theoretical studies has led to a higher level of understanding of the switchable surfaces, and to a more precise
interpretation and rationalization of the observed data. The perspectives on the challenges and opportunities
for future progress on stimuli-responsive surfaces are also presented.
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CONSPECTUS: Stimuli-responsive surfaces have sparked considerable interest
in recent years, especially in view of their biomimetic nature and widespread
biomedical applications. Signiﬁcant eﬀorts are continuously being directed at
developing functional surfaces exhibiting speciﬁc property changes triggered by
variations in electrical potential, temperature, pH and concentration, irradiation
with light, or exposure to a magnetic ﬁeld. In this respect, electrical stimulus
oﬀers several attractive features, including a high level of spatial and temporal
controllability, rapid and reverse inducement, and noninvasiveness. In this
Account, we discuss how surfaces can be designed and methodologies
developed to produce electrically switchable systems, based on research by our
groups. We aim to provide fundamental mechanistic and structural features of
these dynamic systems, while highlighting their capabilities and potential
applications. We begin by brieﬂy describing the current state-of-the-art in
integrating electroactive species on surfaces to control the immobilization of
diverse biological entities. This premise leads us to portray our electrically switchable surfaces, capable of controlling nonspeciﬁc
and speciﬁc biological interactions by exploiting molecular motions of surface-bound electroswitchable molecules. We
demonstrate that our self-assembled monolayer-based electrically switchable surfaces can modulate the interactions of surfaces
with proteins, mammalian and bacterial cells. We emphasize how these systems are ubiquitous in both switching biomolecular
interactions in highly complex biological conditions while still oﬀering antifouling properties. We also introduce how novel
characterization techniques, such as surface sensitive vibrational sum-frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy, can be used for
probing the electrically switchable molecular surfaces in situ. SFG spectroscopy is a technique that not only allowed determining
the structural orientation of the surface-tethered molecules under electroinduced switching, but also provided an in-depth
characterization of the system reversibility. Furthermore, the unique support from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations is
highlighted. MD simulations with polarizable force ﬁelds (FFs), which could give proper description of the charge polarization
caused by electrical stimulus, have helped not only back many of the experimental observations, but also to rationalize the
mechanism of switching behavior. More importantly, this polarizable FF-based approach can eﬃciently be extended to light or
pH stimulated surfaces when integrated with reactive FF methods. The interplay between experimental and theoretical studies
has led to a higher level of understanding of the switchable surfaces, and to a more precise interpretation and rationalization of
the observed data. The perspectives on the challenges and opportunities for future progress on stimuli-responsive surfaces are
also presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
Surfaces with stimuli-responsive properties have emerged as a
fascinating class of biomedical and biotechnological materials
for a broad spectrum of applications, ranging from cell biology
research to drug delivery, tissue engineering, and regenerative
medicine.1−6 From a biological perspective, the ability to
respond to stimuli is inherently present in living systems. From
the leaves of Mimosa pudica that collapse suddenly when
touched, to humans that raise their body core temperature
through fever to ﬁght oﬀ invading bacteria or viruses, all living
systems have evolved a variety of responsive mechanisms to
preserve their integrity or well-being. At their most
© 2016 American Chemical Society

fundamental level, the stimuli-triggered responses of natural
systems are molecular level processes that can ultimately
manifest itself at the microscopic or macroscopic scale.7,8
With the natural inspiration of responsive systems all around
us, coupled with the increasing capability to understand and
manipulate structures of matter at molecular level,9 the time has
come for us to embrace the design and construction of
materials and surfaces with speciﬁc chemical and physical
attributes that change in response to various stimuli. In this
Received: March 15, 2016
Published: June 7, 2016
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the switching of MUA:MET SAMs for controlling bacterial adhesion. (b) SPR sensorgram traces and
confocal microscopy images showing adhesion of Mh to the MUA:MET SAM at −0.25 V, OC and +0.25 V. (c) SPR monitoring of bacterial
adhesion by alternating the potential from −0.25 V to +0.25 V every 5 min. Reproduced with permission from ref 14. Copyright 2013 WILEY-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co.

surfaces have to exhibit electrically responsive properties and
the capability to undergo conformational and/or chemical
changes on receiving the stimulus. An eﬀective and
reproducible way of tailoring such chemically well-deﬁned
surfaces is to use SAMs.9 SAMs possess important properties of
self-organization and adaptability on a number of technologically relevant surface substrates. The structure of the SAM
molecular precursors can be divided into three components,
headgroup, backbone and terminal group. While the headgroup
provides SAM anchored to a speciﬁc surface substrate, the
backbone and terminal group can be modulated to produce a
wide variety of molecularly tailored surfaces with unique
responsive properties. The above ﬂexible molecular architecture
has led to the development of a range of electroswitchable
SAMs that have been used in showcasing their potential for a
variety of biomedical applications. By creating SAMs
comprising electroactive end groups (e.g., nitro and hydroquinone moieties), which can undergo oxidation or reduction
upon application of an electrical potential, control over the
immobilization of diﬀerent biological entities, including
peptides,22 DNA,23 proteins,24 and cells,25 on surfaces has
been established. A speciﬁc example developed by us24 involved
SAMs of 4-nitrothiophenol on gold surfaces, in which the nitroterminated groups could be reduced electrochemically and
selectively to amino-terminated groups by applying a negative
voltage. By employing a homobifunctional activated ester
linker, proteins were immobilized with high aﬃnity and
selectivity onto the amino regions, after activation.
While the systems above show some capabilities in
dynamically interacting with biological entities, considering
Nature’s principles as inspiration, there is clearly scope for the
development of more advanced surfaces with intriguing
electrically responsive properties.26,27 With this proviso in
mind, we have designed and created a number of monolayer
architectures that respond to electrical potentials with altered
conformations and, as a result, diﬀerent, reversible surface
functional properties. The monolayer structures themselves are
based on two-component SAMs, wherein one of the molecular

context, molecular-based stimuli-responsive surfaces are rapidly
emerging as a powerful tool to modulate the availability of
speciﬁc chemical groups on surfaces.1,2 The changes in the
surface chemical properties of a material are determined by the
interplay between parameters such as the chemical composition, the spatial arrangement of chemical groups and topography of the surface, and the location and type of stimulus. In
turn, the selection of a stimulus is driven by the material
characteristics, the capability to induce a particular change in
the material surface chemistry and the application requirements. In a biomedical application context, electrically triggered
activation is particularly attractive as it provides fast response
times, allows for easy creation of multiple individually
addressable switchable regions on the same surface, and uses
low drive voltages and ﬁelds that are compatible with biological
systems.10
In this Account, we describe our recent progress on the
development of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on gold
substrates that respond to electrical potentials with altered
molecular conformations. We examine how these stimuliresponsive monolayers can be tailored at the molecular level to
modulate the interactions of surfaces with proteins,11,12
mammalian13 and bacterial cells.14 We describe how surface
sensitive vibrational sum-frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy can be used to gain insights into the mechanistic
principles underpinning electrically driven surfaces.15 It follows
by outlining how molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can
most successfully be applied to elucidate dynamic molecularlevel events occurring on the surface in response to stimuli,
being it an electrical stimulus16,17 or other stimulus such as
light18−20 and pH.21

2. MOLECULAR-BASED DESIGN AND SYNTHESIS OF
ELECTRICALLY RESPONSIVE SURFACES
Developing the relationship between the molecular structure of
the surface and its tunable electrically responsive behavior
requires designing and synthesizing structurally well-deﬁned
organic surfaces. The molecular precursors of such organic
1224
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic illustration and chemical structures of the biotin-4KC:TEGT SAM and (b) its switching properties as followed by SPR and
ﬂuorescence microscopy. (c) Binding capacity under OC, +0.3 and −0.4 V as well as switching eﬃciency of the biotin-4KC:TEGT SAMs at diﬀerent
solution ratios. Reproduced with permission from refs 11 and 17. Copyright 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. and 2014 The Authors.
Published by WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

components acts as the functional and switchable entity and the
other one as a lateral spacer such that conformational
transitions of the former are not aﬀected by steric constraints.
Starting from this premise, we have constructed an electroswitchable SAM which is able to control the early stages of
bacterial adhesion by switching between an attractive and a
repellent state.14 Studies were initially conducted28 employing
several one-component SAMs that possessed not only diﬀerent
backbones (hydrophilic and hydrophobic), but also diﬀerent
terminal groups (hydrophilic, hydrophobic, neutral, positively
and negatively charged) to study in real-time, using surface
plasmon resonance (SPR), the initial stages of bacterial
adhesion to surfaces. The hydrophobic marine bacterium
Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus (Mh) exhibited the lowest
adhesion on the most hydrophobic surface, while readily and
ﬁrmly attaching to both positively and negatively charged
surfaces. On the basis of this diﬀerent, a two-component SAM
of 11-mercaptoundecanoic-acid (MUA) and mercaptoethanol
(MET) on gold was devised that could expose either negatively
charged or hydrophobic moieties in response to an applied
electrical potential (Figure 1a). The MUA acted as our
functional and switchable entity, whereby the MUA-containing
SAM undergoes conformational changes upon attraction/
repulsion of the carboxylic acid charged end group to/from
the substrate surface by an applied positive or negative electrical
potential. It results in either straight chains with carboxylate
anions exposed at the surface (negatively charged surface) or

bent chains with alkyl chains exposed at the surface
(hydrophobic surface).
The fabrication of a homogeneous two-component SAM was
achieved by using a bulky terminal group (dendron) which
establishes the space (dendritic eﬀect) that each MUA occupies
on the SAM.29 Following SAM preparation, the dendron is
removed by hydrolysis allowing the insertion of the shorter
backﬁller, MET. The preparation of well-mixed binary
monolayers without domains and phase separation is paramount to maximize the switching eﬃciency of the SAM.
The adhesion of the bacteria to the switchable SAMs was
performed at open circuit (OC) conditions and applied
negative (−0.25 V) and positive (+0.25 V) potentials using
electrochemical SPR (eSPR). eSPR allows monitoring of
surface binding while an electrical potential is applied to the
surface using a three-electrode electrochemical cell and a
potentiostat. The gold surfaces serve as the working electrode, a
Pt wire as the counter electrode, and a standard calomel
electrode as the reference electrode. High bacterial adhesion
was observed for OC and an applied negative potential, while
its inhibition was detected for an applied positive potential
(Figure 1b). This behavior was not observed in onecomponent, well-packed monolayers of MUA. By taking
advantage of the fast switching capability of the system, we
were able to perform ON/OFF switching cycles with diﬀerent
intervals of time (3, 5, 10, and 20 min) between stimulations
and simultaneously monitor how temporary surface charge
exposure or concealment can inﬂuence the initial process of
1225
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic and chemical structures of the C3K-GRGDS:C11TEG SAM utilized for controlling speciﬁc cellular interactions.
Microscopic images and normalized density of adhered cells on (b) C3K-GRGDS:C11TEG SAMS (top), C6EG-GRGDS:C11TEG SAMs (bottom)
and (c) C3K-GRGDS:C11TEG SAMs that were incubated with cells for 1 h while applying −0.4 V and subsequently in OC conditions for 1 h. The
third image corresponds to SAMs that were incubated with cells in OC conditions for 1 h. Reproduced from ref 13. Published by The Royal Society
of Chemistry.

The bio-inactive state leads to more than 90% reduction in
protein binding.
Experimental studies were also conducted using shorter
(biotin-2KC) and longer (biotin-6KC) oligopeptides.17 SPR
results indicated that there is a relationship between the length
of the lysine switching unit and switching eﬃciency, wherein
the long and ﬂexible nature of the biotin-6KC limits its
capability to expose and conceal the biotin and regulate its
binding to neutravidin in response to an applied electrical
potential. Investigations on the eﬀect of oligopeptide:TEGT
ratio on the surface also illustrated that the oligopeptide should
be presented at optimum surface ratio such that binding
capacity and switching eﬃciency can be maximized (Figure 2c).

bacterial adhesion. For 5 min switching (Figure 1c), the initial
presence of the surface charge (ON) promotes bacterial
adhesion which can be reversed by concealing the charge
(OFF). Following another ON/OFF cycle, the possibility to
remove the cells attached is reduced. In the next cycle, the
attachment of bacteria became irreversible. With this novel
dynamic platform we are able to monitor in real-time the
passage between reversible and nonreversible cell adhesion.
This dynamic surface platform is highly desirable for a number
of biomedical applications which range from diagnostic, genetic
expression and biomaterials fouling control.
The question then arises: apart from nonspeciﬁc interactions,
can we also control speciﬁc biomolecular interactions by
electrically induced transitions between conformational states
in surface-immobilized ﬂexible molecules containing charged
groups? Addressing this challenge, we have built11 an
electroswitchable surface based on the response of a charged
molecular backbone on the structure of a mixed SAM that
dramatically alter the binding activity of a ligand (biotin) to a
protein (neutravidin) (Figure 2a). The mixed SAM was
composed of a two molecular components, (i) a positively
charged 4-mer of lysine (K) that is functionalized at one end
with biotin, which recognizes the neutravidin, and at the other
end with a cysteine (C), for binding to gold substrates (biotin4KC), and (ii) an ethylene glycol-terminated thiol (i.e., (3mercaptopropyl)tri(ethylene glycol) - TEGT) to space out the
oligolysines and preventing nonspeciﬁc interaction from the
protein. When a + 0.3 V was applied, high neutravidin binding
was observed, while the application of a negative potential
(−0.4 V) resulted in minimal protein binding (Figure 2b). OC
conditions provided intermediate protein binding capability.

3. PERFORMANCE UNDER COMPLEX BIOLOGICAL
CONDITIONS
The experiments described hitherto were conducted under
limited biological conditions: artiﬁcial seawater for controlling
bacterial adhesion and phosphate buﬀer saline (PBS) solution
for regulating speciﬁc biomolecular interactions. Having
established very high switching eﬃciencies in such media, we
were interested to investigate whether the switchable surfaces
that rely on electrically induced conformational changes can be
used in more complex biological conditions. Diﬀerent media
commonly used for cell and tissue culture were investigated,12
namely, Dulbecco’s modiﬁed Eagle’s medium (DMEM),
DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum (DMEM-FBS),
and DMEM-FBS with (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanessulfonic acid) HEPES buﬀer (DMEM-FBS-HEPES).
DMEM contains a mixture of inorganic salts, amino acids,
glucose, and vitamins. The switching eﬃciency in these
diﬀerent media was studied using a mixed SAM on gold
1226
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conditions and −0.4 V for a period of 1 h. The C3KGRGDS:C11TEG SAM supported cell adhesion under OC,
while under −0.4 V a few cells adhered to the surface (Figure
3b). Thus, small changes in the conformation/orientation of
the RGD peptide on the surface induced by application of an
electrical potential can modulate the availability and potency of
the RGD sites for cell surface receptors. Control mixed SAMs
comprising C11TEG and a peptide where the three lysine
residues as the switching unit were replaced by six EG units:
C6EG-GRGDS demonstrated that the presence of the lysines
on the oligopeptide are critical for RGD switching and regulate
the adhesion of cells (Figure 3b). Further investigations into
the switching between diﬀerent cell adhesive states (cellresistant and cell-adhesive) revealed that cells are not able to be
detached upon application of −0.4 V due to the adhesion being
mediated by multiple RGD−integrin bonds in parallel. On the
other hand, a reversal of the switching sequence demonstrated
that the C3K-GRGDS:C11TEG SAM is highly eﬀective at
switching from a nonadhesive to cell-adhesive state (Figure 3c).

composed from the biotin-4KC and an 11-carbon TEGterminated thiol (C11TEG) and following its binding to
neutravidin by e-SPR. In contrast with a TEGT SAM, the more
ordered C11TEG SAM has shown a high resistance to serum
adsorption, thus providing the required nonfouling and speciﬁc
binding properties to the mixed SAM. While rendering the
surface more resistant to nonspeciﬁc binding, the biotin4KC:C11TEG SAM performs in PBS at a lower switching
eﬃciency (SE) when compared with the biotin-4KC:TEGT
SAM. SE, which is calculated as the percent diﬀerence between
the binding capacity at OC conditions (BCOC) and the BC at
−0.4 V divided by BCOC, stands at approximately 90% and 70%
for the biotin-4KC:TEGT SAM and biotin-4KC:C11TEG
SAM, respectively. The lower SE for the biotin-4KC:C11TEG
SAM might be attributed to the formation of a more organized
EG matrix, restricting to some extent conformational changes
from taking place. With that said, the biotin-4KC:C11TEG
SAM nonetheless exhibits a high SE, making them well suited
for integration into systems involving complex biological
solutions.
The biotin-4KC:C11TEG SAM exhibited similar switching
performance in PBS and DMEM (i.e., 70%). DMEM-FBS and
DMEM-FBS-HEPES induced a drop in the SE of the SAM to
values close to 45%. Further studies of the role of FBS and
HEPES in the switching process indicated that their interaction
with the oligopeptide is likely to be responsible for the
observed SE reduction. FBS is proposed to nonspeciﬁcally
interact with oligopeptide, sitting on the surface and inhibiting
the oligopeptide ability to change conformations. On the other
hand, the decrease in SE using the zwitterionic HEPES has
been attributed to their ability to form stable intermolecular
interactions with the peptide, restricting it from electrostatically
interacting with the negatively charged gold surface and
changing its conformation. Interestingly, while FBS in PBS
medium interfered signiﬁcantly with the switching ability of the
biotin-4KC:C11TEG SAM (SE dropped to 15%), the presence
of DMEM or HEPES in the medium considerably mitigates this
adverse eﬀect. Dilution of the diﬀerent media (DMEM,
DMEM-FBS, DMEM-FBS-HEPES) in PBS have also a strong
positive impact on the SE. These ﬁndings highlight that
maximum switching performance can be achieved in oligopeptide-based switchable surfaces, or in any other switchable
surface system that bases its switching mechanism on a charged
molecular backbone or end group, by carefully controlling the
complex biological medium on which they need to operate.

5. EXPERIMENTAL INSIGHTS INTO THE SWITCHING
MECHANISM
A key to understand the molecular motions that occur in
electro-switchable SAMs is the ability to observe these
reorganizations in situ. This not only implies to measure at
the solid−liquid interface, but also to speciﬁcally address
molecules residing on the surface and not in the respective bulk
phases. Additionally, the technique should have real-time
capabilities to investigate changes during the switching process,
being nondestructive in order to investigate the switching
reversible nature, and should be speciﬁc to certain parts of the
molecules on the surface. With this in mind, in a recent study,
the switching mechanism of electro-switchable SAMs was
studied in situ by using SFG spectroscopy.15 In these
experiments, IR and visible laser pulses are overlapped in
time and space at an interface and spectra are recorded as a
function of IR frequency. When the IR light is exciting
vibrational states that are both IR and Raman active, SFG
signals are resonantly enhanced.30
SFG allows the observation of biotin orientations in the
biotin-4KC:TEGT SAM in response to an applied potential by
taking advantages of even-order nonlinear optical selection
rules that precludes signals from isotropic environments or
molecular arrangements that possess inversion symmetry.31 A
ﬁrst attempt to study molecular changes in the biotin4KC:TEGT SAM was performed by using a purpose built
electrochemical cell that allows to measurement of SFG spectra
while applying an electrical potential. It turned out that the
SFG intensity from the SAM was extremely small due to a low
surface coverage of charged biomolecules and their greater
degree of conformational freedom, which do not support strong
SFG signals. However, by focusing on changes rather than on
static conditions, it was possible to identify a molecular
vibration associated with biotin in the biotin-4KC:TEGT SAM.
Although the speciﬁcs of the spectral trace are rather complex
and a result of nonresonant contributions from the gold
electrode and broadband vibrational contributions of water, a
narrow resonant peak from the biotin heterocyclic imidazole
moiety was detected. When a positive potential is applied, in
the bioactive state, the peptide chains adopted an extended
conformation, resulting in an anisotropic upright orientation of
the biotin group pointing away from the substrate. This
scenario is in accordance to a dip of the biotin vibration within

4. MODULATION OF SPECIFIC CELLULAR
INTERACTIONS
The possibility to control cell adhesion can have an important
impact on tissue engineering and regenerative medicine and
provide a means to further understand cell function. By
incorporating all we learned from our previous results, a surface
based on an arginine-glycine-aspartate (RGD) oligopeptide was
designed that is able to modulate cell adhesion.13 RGD is
present in most of the adhesive extracellular matrix proteins
and it is speciﬁc for integrin-mediated cell adhesion. The
switching unit was composed of three lysine units and a
glycine-arginine-glycine-aspartate-serine (GRGDS) recognition
motif peptide to create a C3K-GRGDS:C11TEG mixed SAM
on gold (Figure 3a). In order to demonstrate that the C3KGRGDS:C11TEG SAMs can support or resist cell adhesion on
demand, macrophage cells were cultured on the C3KGRGDS:C11TEG SAM in DMEM medium under OC
1227
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the broad SFG spectrum (Figure 4a). When a negative
potential is applied, the peptide chain collapsed with a rather

Figure 4. (a) Normalized and baseline corrected SFG spectra of the
biotin-4KC:TEGT SAM (gray lines) and their corresponding ﬁts
(purple lines) for +0.3 V, −0.4 V, and returning to +0.3 V. (b) Sum of
the ﬁtted resonant SFG intensity at switching surface potentials.
Reproduced from ref 15. Copyright 2014 The Authors. Published by
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.

Figure 5. (a) Composition of stimuli-responsive SAM molecular
precursors. (b) MD snapshots showing the switching under an electric
ﬁeld. Reproduced from ref 17. Copyright 2014 The Authors. Published
by WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.

isotropic biotin orientation which may point slightly toward the
substrate. This scenario leads to a very weak peak in the SFG
spectrum. SFG also provides insights into the reversible nature
of the switching (Figure 4b), as it is a nondestructive probing
technique. These studies demonstrate that, by switching from
+0.3 to −0.4 V, and back to +0.3 V, it was possible to turn on
and oﬀ the upward orientation of the biotin and reversibly
monitor the molecular reorientation from isotropic to
anisotropic in situ.

still remains a diﬃcult task to address this eﬀect properly. By
incorporating a uniform electric ﬁeld into MD simulations, the
electric ﬁeld driven switching behavior of mixed long
carboxyalkyl and short alkyl chains on a H−Si(111) surface
was predicted.40 The terminal part of the carboxyalkyl chain is
negatively charged, which serves as the switching and
hydrophilic unit, while the backbone is neutral and hydrophobic. In such kind of SAMs, only the terminal group
responds to external electric ﬁelds, thus the polarization eﬀect
may not be signiﬁcant. In contrast to this system with only one
single switching unit in each molecule, it becomes complicated
when multiple switching units are introduced in the backbone
such as the above-mentioned biotin-4KC:TEGT SAMs (Figure
2a). Since each biotin-4KC backbone involves 4 positively
charged side groups−lysine residues and a polarizable biotin
terminal group, failure in reproducing experiments for ON state
of biotin-4KC:TEGT SAMs under the upward electric ﬁeld (Eex
in Figure 5b) was demonstrated by simply using a conventional
force ﬁeld, in which the atomic partial charges for the biotin4KC were ﬁxed all the time, no matter how its conformation
changed and whether the electric ﬁeld is applied.16
It is a great challenge to model the polarization eﬀect with
the classic force ﬁelds (FFs),41 especially for the charged groups
under electric ﬁelds. One eﬀective solution is to implement a
charge-variable polarizable (Q-POL) FF, in which the partial
charges were updated from electronic structure calculations to
reﬂect the electrostatic polarization under electric ﬁelds and
conformational changes. The MD simulation with Q-POL
demonstrated that the distance, d, between the biotin terminal
of biotin-4KC and the space-ﬁlling short TEGT chain increased
to 3.6 nm in the ON state under the upward electric ﬁeld.
When the electric ﬁled was switched to the opposite direction,
the biotin-4KC chain bent down toward the gold surface with

6. THEORETICAL SIMULATIONS OF SWITCHING
PROCESS
With the rapid development of electronic structure theory,
classical molecular dynamics, and coarse-grained simulations,
theoretical computation has become a vital tool in the study of
stimuli-responsive surfaces (Figure 5a). MD simulation can
provide vivid snapshots (Figure 5b) that show the dynamic
conformational transition process, which are not attainable by
experiments in a direct and visual way. The critical electric ﬁeld
strength that triggers the switching can also be predicted in
theory. Moreover, the eﬀect of ratio between diﬀerent
functional species on a surface, as well as their density on the
switching eﬃciency, can be systematically investigated to
provide preliminary predictions, which will suggest promising
candidates and screen out highly impossible ones. In addition,
the interplay between the stimuli and the responsive groups in
the terminal group or backbone, as well as the binding mode
between the recognition site and the target probe, can be
explored to reveal the underlying switching mechanisms, and to
further guide experimental fabrication of bioactive SAMs in a
predictive and controllable way.
The electric ﬁeld eﬀect plays a crucial role in the research of
electrically induced conformational changes of SAMs and
accordingly a variety of theoretical models have been developed
and implemented over the past two decades.32−39 However, it
1228
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the decreased value of d, in good agreement with experiments.
To save the computational costs, the fragment-based multilayer
coarse-graining polarization model, which utilizes fragmentcentered dipole moments to evaluate dipole−dipole interactions, was also implemented to calculate the electrostatic
energy in biotin-4KC.16 When treating SAMs with complex
components consisting of hundreds or even thousands of
atoms, the Q-POL model can also be integrated with the
generalized energy-based fragmentation (GEBF) approach,42
which is a simple linear-scaling strategy of treating large-sized
systems by cutting the whole system into various small
“electrostatically embedded” subsystems.
The SAMs’ function can be further tuned by adding other
photo-, pH-, redox-, magneto-, and enzyme-responsive units
into the electrically triggered system. In those multiresponsive
SAMs, theoretical models need some modiﬁcations, because
those complex systems may consist of thousands of atoms and
the switching is triggered by quantum-mechanical events under
stimuli. A reactive molecular dynamics (RMD) method is well
suited to deal with the light-driven switching of azobenzenebased SAMs, where the reactive potential energy curve for
conformational transition, such as cis/trans conversion, is ﬁtted
from electronic structure calculations.18−20 The MD simulations were also carried out on the novel pH/voltage/
photoresponsive SAMs, whose functions depend on the
formation of multiple salt bridges and guest release upon
protonolysis modulated by the surface potential.21
In face of the challenges in simulation of responsive SAMs to
a variety of triggers, there are some major problems to be
solved. In MD simulations, the surface voltage is considered as
an electrostatic ﬁeld and no current was involved in the system.
In the real experiment, however, a circuit was formed with
constant current. Furthermore, the predicted critical triggering
electric ﬁeld strength is usually 1−2 orders of magnitude higher
than the experimental measurement, which may result from the
oversimpliﬁed models of the electrode and the electric ﬁeld
screening eﬀect. Moreover, the charge transport between SAMs
and the substrate, as well as the relaxation of the surface are not
currently considered. In addition, most current MD simulations
are based on the internal energy proﬁle. In experiments,
however, only the change in binding free energies for the ON/
OFF states can be measured, which often takes place between
recognition units and protein probes. With the rapid development of more powerful theoretical tools, we can expect more
valuable predictions to guide laboratory preparation, reduce
research cost, or even oﬀer new physical pictures for these
fascinating smart surfaces.

with polymer systems, they oﬀer higher precision of
distribution of surface functional entities and faster changes
in surface properties.
The described electrically responsive surfaces provide new
opportunities for mechanistic studies of the pathways by which
cells sense, integrate, and respond to changes in their
environments. Using the developed stimuli-responsive surfaces,
unprecedented reversibility and spatial and temporal precision
is achievable, thus oﬀering new experimental approaches to
studying the regulation and dynamics of cell signaling.
Electrically responsive surfaces, and indeed other stimuliresponsive systems, can also open new interesting prospects in
the ﬁelds of drug delivery, bioimaging, tissue engineering, and
regenerative medicine. The smart surfaces may be used to
inﬂuence, lead, and accelerate various biological processes such
as cell adhesion and growth, providing a means to deliver
molecularly guided tissue regeneration. Biosensors, which
transduce a biorecognition event into measurable electronic
or optoelectronic signals, have a crucial role in a wide range of
application, including clinical diagnosis, environmental monitoring, forensic analysis, and antiterrorism. Surfaces with highly
eﬃcient binding capacities for target species and with ability to
modulate biomolecule activity on surfaces can be useful as a
way to develop highly speciﬁc, ultrasensitive biosensors for
early diagnosis of critical diseases. Thus, future research should
be directed toward exploring such emerging opportunities. This
journey will clearly bring new challenges and stimulate further
eﬀorts and contributions to this exciting ﬁeld of stimuliresponsive surfaces. With nature as a source of inspiration and
creativity, future eﬀorts are expected to yield surfaces with
superior reversibility characteristics, multiple biomolecule
switching and control over the activity of larger biomolecules
such as proteins.

7. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Through synergetic theoretical and experimental eﬀorts,
electrically responsive surfaces, which base their switching
mechanism on a charged molecular backbone or end group,
have been demonstrated to enable the control of nonspeciﬁc
and speciﬁc biomolecular interactions. Indeed, by exploring
various dynamic molecular architectures on surfaces, electrically
responsive surfaces have arose as powerful tools for modulating
interactions of surfaces with proteins, bacterial and mammalian
cells. Oligopeptides, which undergo conformational changes
between collapsed (“OFF” state) and fully extended (“ON”
state) structures on surfaces, allow for reversible biomolecule
switching and control over biomolecular interactions under
complex biological matrixes. Stimuli-responsive SAMs are
robust under many biological conditions and when compared
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